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ABSTRACT

Protein language models (PLMs) pre-trained on large-scale protein sequence cor-
pora have achieved impressive performance on various downstream protein un-
derstanding tasks. Despite the ability to implicitly capture inter-residue contact
information, transformer-based PLMs cannot encode protein structures explicitly
for better structure-aware protein representations. Besides, the power of pre-
training on available protein structures has not been explored for improving these
PLMs, though structures are important to determine functions. To tackle these
limitations, in this work, we enhance the PLM with structure-based encoder and
pre-training. We first explore feasible model architectures to combine the ad-
vantages of a state-of-the-art PLM (i.e., ESM-1b) and a state-of-the-art protein
structure encoder (i.e., GearNet). We empirically verify the ESM-GearNet that
connects two encoders in a series way as the most effective combination model. To
further improve the effectiveness of ESM-GearNet, we pre-train it on massive unla-
beled protein structures with contrastive learning, which aligns representations of
co-occurring subsequences so as to capture their biological correlation. Extensive
experiments on EC and GO protein function prediction benchmarks demonstrate
the superiority of ESM-GearNet over previous PLMs and structure encoders, and
clear performance gains are further achieved by structure-based pre-training upon
ESM-GearNet. The source code will be made public upon acceptance.

1 INTRODUCTION

Proteins are functional macromolecules in the cell, governing diverse biological processes and
driving life itself. Machine learning methods have shown great promise in predicting protein
structures (Jumper et al., 2021; Baek et al., 2021) and understanding protein functions (Gligorijević
et al., 2021; Meier et al., 2021). Among these methods, protein language models (PLMs) (Elnaggar
et al., 2021; Lu et al., 2020; Rives et al., 2021; Lin et al., 2022) excel at acquiring informative protein
representations from large-scale protein sequence corpora and further boost protein structure and
function prediction (Lin et al., 2022; Xu et al., 2022b).

Pre-trained with masked language modeling losses, existing PLMs can well capture co-evolutionary
information and implicitly capture inter-residue contact information (Rives et al., 2021). However,
since they do not explicitly take protein structures as input, it is questionable whether they can capture
detailed protein structural characteristics. Given the importance of protein structures on determining
functions, there have been some works exploring along this direction by enhancing PLMs with
protein structure encoders, e.g. DeepFRI (Gligorijević et al., 2021) and LM-GVP (Wang et al., 2022).
Nevertheless, their performance are not as good as PLMs and structure-based methods (Zhang et al.,
2022b), probably due to the lack of good structure encoders. Besides, these methods only focus on
a limited number of labeled structures, while ignoring abundant unlabeled structures available in
PDB (Berman et al., 2000) or AlphaFold DB (Varadi et al., 2021).

In this work, we study the problem of how to enhance PLMs with structure-based encoders and
pre-training methods. First, to incorporate structural information into PLMs, we combine a state-
of-the-art PLM (i.e., ESM-1b) and a state-of-the-art protein structure encoder (i.e., GearNet) into a
holistic architecture. We investigate three different model architectures that fuse the two encoders in
a parallel, series or cross manner. Based on empirically evaluation, we identify the ESM-GearNet
with series fusion architecture as the most effective sequence-structure hybrid encoder. Based on
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Table 1: Comparison of different protein encoders with and without sequence or structure pre-training.
MC and DP is the abbreviation of Multiview Contrast and Dihedral Prediction, respectively. Our
proposed ESM-GearNet is a sequence-structure multimodal encoder and is pre-trained with unlabeled
structures, which is the only model that benefits from both sequence and structure pre-training.

Method Sequence
Encoder

Structure
Encoder

Sequence
Pre-Training

Structure
Pre-Training

①
CNN (Rao et al., 2019) ✓Transformer (Rao et al., 2019)

②
GVP (Jing et al., 2021) ✓GearNet (Zhang et al., 2022b)

③
ESM-1b (Rives et al., 2021)

✓ ✓ProtBert (Elnaggar et al., 2021)

④
DeepFRI (Gligorijević et al., 2021)

✓ ✓ ✓LM-GVP (Wang et al., 2022)
ESM-GearNet (Ours)

⑤
GearNet (MC) (Zhang et al., 2022b)

✓ ✓GearNet (DP) (Zhang et al., 2022b)

⑥ ESM-GearNet (MC) (Ours) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

ESM-GearNet, we perform structure-based pre-training to further improve its effectiveness. To be
specific, we adapt the Multiview Contrast algorithm proposed by Zhang et al. (2022b) to our pre-
training situation. By maximizing the representation similarity between correlated protein subunits
and minimizing that of uncorrelated ones, ESM-GearNet can capture the biological correlation
between co-occurring sequence and structure motifs. Compared with previous protein representation
learning methods, our method is the only one that considers sequences and structures and benefits
both from sequence- and structure-based pre-training, as shown in Table 1.

We run experiments on EC and GO protein function prediction benchmarks. The benchmark results
verify the superiority of the proposed ESM-GearNet over vanilla PLMs, various protein structure
encoders and existing structure encoder enhanced PLMs. After applying structure-based pre-training,
the pre-trained ESM-GearNet achieves new state-of-the-art on both benchmarks. These results
illustrate the great promise of structure encoder enhanced PLMs and structure-based pre-training
upon such models.

2 RELATED WORK

Protein Language Models (PLMs). Regarding protein sequences as the language of life, PLMs (El-
naggar et al., 2021; Lu et al., 2020; Rives et al., 2021; Lin et al., 2022; Zhang et al., 2022a) aim
to learn effective protein representations from large-scale protein sequence corpora. This represen-
tation learning is typically performed in a self-supervised fashion via masked language modeling
(MLM) (Elnaggar et al., 2021; Rives et al., 2021; Lin et al., 2022), pairwise MLM (He et al., 2021),
contrastive learning (Lu et al., 2020), etc. PLMs have shown impressive performance on predicting
protein structures (Lin et al., 2022) and functionality (Rao et al., 2019; Xu et al., 2022b). Transformer-
based PLMs are also verified to be able to implicitly capture inter-residue contact information via
their intermediate attention maps (Vig et al., 2020). However, these existing PLMs cannot explicitly
encode protein structures, which are actually determinants of diverse protein functions. In this work,
we seek to overcome this limitation by enhancing a PLM with a protein structure encoder so as to
capture detailed protein structural characteristics.

Protein Structure Encoders. Diverse types of protein structure encoders have been devised to
capture different granularities of protein structures, including residue-level structures (Gligorijević
et al., 2021; Zhang et al., 2022b; Xu et al., 2022a), atom-level structures (Jing et al., 2021; Hermosilla
et al., 2021) and protein surfaces (Gainza et al., 2020; Sverrisson et al., 2021). These structure
encoders have boosted protein function understanding (Gligorijević et al., 2021; Zhang et al., 2022b)
and protein design (Jing et al., 2021; Hsu et al., 2022). In this work, we aim at injecting residue-level
structural information into the protein representations learned by a PLM, where we resort to a SOTA
residue-level encoder GearNet (Zhang et al., 2022b) to achieve this goal.
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Protein Structure Pre-training. Various self-supervised learning algorithms are designed to learn
informative protein structure representations, including contrastive learning (Zhang et al., 2022b;
Hermosilla & Ropinski, 2022), self-prediction (Zhang et al., 2022b; Chen et al., 2022) and denoising
score matching (Guo et al., 2022; Wu et al., 2022). Structurally pre-trained models outperform PLMs
on function prediction tasks (Zhang et al., 2022a; Hermosilla & Ropinski, 2022), given the principle
that protein structures are the determinants of their functions. Inspired by this fact, we perform
structure-based pre-training to improve the effectiveness of the proposed sequence-structure hybrid
encoder ESM-GearNet.

3 METHODS

3.1 BACKGROUND

Proteins. Proteins are macromolecules consisting of a series of residues, a.k.a. amino acids,
arranged in one or more chains. Although there are only 20 different types of standard residues, their
exponential combination makes up the vast variety of proteins in nature. Protein structures are the 3D
coordinates of all atoms and mainly determined by the arrangement of these residues. Each residue
contains an amino group, a carboxylic acid group, and a side chain group that determines its type,
which are all attached to a central carbon atom, called the alpha carbon. In this work, we simply keep
the coordinates of alpha carbon atoms for representing the backbone structure of each protein.

Pre-Training with Protein Sequences. Treating protein sequences as the language of life, recent
works draw inspirations from large pre-trained language models to learn the evolutionary information
from billions of protein sequences via self-supervised learning. Prominent protein language models
(PLM) include transformer-based ProtTrans (Elnaggar et al., 2021) and ESM (Rives et al., 2021).
These models are pre-trained with masked language modeling (MLM) loss by predicting the type
of a masked residue given the surrounding context. By fully utilizing massive unlabeled data, these
models have achieved state-of-the-art performance on various protein understanding tasks (Lin et al.,
2022; Elnaggar et al., 2023).

Pre-Training with Protein Structures. The success of AlphaFold2 (Jumper et al., 2021) enables
accurate protein structure prediction and incentivizes a series of works on pre-training with protein
structures (Zhang et al., 2022b; Chen et al., 2022; Zhang et al., 2023), as structures are a direct
determinant of protein functions. Given a protein, Zhang et al. (2022b) constructs a residue graph for
encoding its structure, the edges of which are classified into different types based on the sequential
distance, spatial distance and knn neighbors. Several structure-based pre-training methods have
been proposed via self-prediction (Zhang et al., 2022b), multiview contrast (Chen et al., 2022) and
denoising objective (Zhang et al., 2023). Pre-trained on a much smaller dataset, structure-based
methods have achieved competitive or even better results than sequence-based methods on function
prediction tasks (Zhang et al., 2022b).

3.2 ENHANCING PROTEIN LANGUAGE MODEL WITH PROTEIN STRUCTURES

Although protein language models are able to implicitly capture structural contact information (Rives
et al., 2021), incorporating detailed structures explicitly can be an effective way to model spatial
interactions between residues. Therefore, in this subsection, we propose to enhance protein language
model with a protein structure encoder. We choose ESM-1b (Rives et al., 2021) as our baseline
backbone model, which takes protein sequences as input and outputs representations for each residue.
For structure encoders, following (Zhang et al., 2022b), we construct a residue graph based on protein
structures and feed one-hot features of residue types into GearNet as node features. Then, we consider
three different fusion methods to combine sequence and structure encoders as shown in Figure 1:

1. Parallel: we concatenate the output of ESM-1b and GearNet as the final representations.
2. Series: we replace the node features of GearNet with the output of ESM-1b and use the output

of GearNet as final representations.
3. Cross: we concatenate the output of ESM-1b and GearNet and then feed them into a transformer

to perform cross-attention between modalities. The output of the transformer will be used as
final representations.
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Finally, the final representation will be used for residue-level or protein-level prediction.

(b) Series

GearNet

LV C G E R…

ESM-1b

(a) Parallel

LV C G E R…

ESM-1b GearNet

(c) Cross

Transformer

LV C G E R…

ESM-1b GearNet

Figure 1: Three different ways to fuse protein sequence and structure encoder. (a) Parallel. The
outputs of ESM-1b and GearNet are concatenated. (b) Series. The output of ESM-1b is fed into
GearNet. (c) Cross. The outputs of ESM-1b and GearNet are fused via a cross-modal transformer.

In practice, to avoid changing sequence representations dramatically, we use a smaller learning rate
for ESM-1b than GearNet. We set the ratio of two learning rates as 0.1 in our experiments and find
that this trick is important for the generalization of ESM-GearNet. Also, as shown in Section 4.3, we
find that the series connection is the most simple and effective method. Hence, we use this method
for fusion between sequences and structures and refer this multi-modal encoder as ESM-GearNet.

3.3 PRE-TRAINING ESM-GEARNET WITH UNLABELED PROTEIN STRUCTURES

The current encoder ESM-GearNet is able to extract information learned from massive unlabeled
protein sequences and then can be fine-tuned on downstream tasks with labeled protein structures
and sequences. Now we move a further step to fully utilize available unlabeled protein structures
for pre-training. We select the representative pre-training method in Zhang et al. (2022b): Multiview
Contrast. We use subsequence operation to extract correlated protein substructures and then apply a
random edge masking operation to add noises. Here we discard the subspace operation in the original
paper, because PLMs only take consecutive sequences as input. We align their representations from
ESM-GearNet in the latent space with an InfoNCE loss. During pre-training, we fix the ESM and
only tune the GearNet encoder, which can keep sequence representations from being destroyed.

Subsequence cropping

Subsequence cropping

Contrastive Learning

!#

LV C G E RA…

LV C G E RA…

LV C G E RA…

ESM

GearNet

ESM

GearNet

!!
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Figure 2: High-level illustration of ESM-GearNet pre-trained with Multiview Contrast. For each
protein, we randomly sample subsequences Gx and Gy and randomly mask some edges to add noises.
Encoding with ESM-GearNet, their representations are aligned in the latent space while minimizing
its similarity with a negative sample G′.

In practice, we find pre-training with Multiview Contrast can achieve significant improvements over
ESM-GearNet. This can be explained as follows. Compared with methods that only apply structural
losses for pre-training, Multiview Contrast can consider sequence and structure dependency more
comprehensively. By aligning representations from subsequences extracted from the same protein,
Multiview Contrast captures the sequence co-occurance and structure motif dependency, which fully
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Table 2: Fmax and AUPR on EC and GO prediction. ①, ② include sequence and structure encoders
without pre-training. ③ ④ include baselines built based on protein language models. ⑤ ⑥ include
encoders with structure-based pre-training. The best results in each group are marked in bold.

Method EC GO-BP GO-MF GO-CC
Fmax AUPR Fmax AUPR Fmax AUPR Fmax AUPR

①
CNN 0.545 0.526 0.244 0.159 0.354 0.351 0.287 0.204

Transformer 0.238 0.218 0.264 0.156 0.211 0.177 0.405 0.210

②
GVP 0.489 0.482 0.326 0.224 0.426 0.458 0.420 0.279

GearNet 0.730 0.751 0.356 0.211 0.503 0.490 0.414 0.276

③
ESM-1b 0.864 0.889 0.452 0.332 0.657 0.639 0.477 0.324

ProtBERT-BFD 0.838 0.859 0.279 0.188 0.456 0.464 0.408 0.234

④
DeepFRI 0.631 0.547 0.399 0.282 0.465 0.462 0.460 0.363
LM-GVP 0.664 0.710 0.417 0.302 0.545 0.580 0.527 0.423

ESM-GearNet 0.883 0.890 0.491 0.301 0.677 0.632 0.501 0.345

⑤
GearNet-Edge (Multiview Contrast) 0.874 0.892 0.490 0.292 0.654 0.596 0.488 0.336
GearNet-Edge (Dihedral Prediction) 0.859 0.881 0.458 0.304 0.626 0.603 0.465 0.338

⑥ ESM-GearNet (Multiview Contrast) 0.894 0.907 0.516 0.301 0.684 0.621 0.506 0.359

utilizes the representations from ESM-1b and GearNet and thus is beneficial for function prediction.
We illustrates the idea of Multiview Contrast in Figure 2.

4 EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we evaluate the effectiveness of our proposed enhancement on two protein function
prediction tasks: Enzyme Commission number prediction, Gene Ontology term prediction.

4.1 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

Pre-training datasets. We follow (Zhang et al., 2022b) to use the AlphaFold protein structure
database v1 and v2 (Varadi et al., 2021) for pre-training, which contains 365K proteome-wide
predictions and 440K Swiss-Prot (Consortium, 2021) predictions from AlphaFold2.

Downstream datasets. We adopt two function prediction tasks proposed in Gligorijević et al.
(2021) for downstream evaluation. Enzyme Commission (EC) number prediction predicts the EC
numbers of proteins, characterizing biochemical reactions they catalyze. Gene Ontology (GO) term
prediction seeks to classify proteins into hierarchically related functional classes organized into
three ontologies: molecular function (MF), biological process (BP) and cellular component (CC).
Following Gligorijević et al. (2021), the dataset are split according to sequence identity cutoff to
ensure the test set only contains PDB chains with sequence identity no more than 95% to the training
set. We report the protein-centric maximum F-score Fmax and pair-centric area under precision-recall
curve AUPR, which are commonly used in the CAFA challenges (Radivojac et al., 2013).

Baselines. We select representative baselines for each category listed in Table 1. We use
CNN (Shanehsazzadeh et al., 2020) and Transformer (Rao et al., 2019) for sequence-based en-
coders ① and GVP (Jing et al., 2021) and GearNet (Zhang et al., 2022b) for structure-basde encoders
②. For protein language models ③, we choose ESM-1b (Rives et al., 2021) and ProtBERT-BFD (El-
naggar et al., 2021) as baselines. For models combining pre-trained PLM with structural information
④, we run DeepFRI (Gligorijević et al., 2021) and LM-GVP (Wang et al., 2022) as baselines be-
sides our ESM-GearNet. For encoders pre-trained with structure-based methods ⑤, we use the
state-of-the-art model GearNet-Edge with two strong pre-training methods (Multiview Contrast and
Dihedral Prediction) as baselines. As shown in Table 1, our method ESM-GearNet pre-trained with
protein structures are the only model enjoying both sequence and structure-based pre-training ⑥.
These methods are categorized into three groups according to their pre-training schemes: ①② w/o
pre-training, ③④ w/ sequence pre-training, ⑤⑥ w/ sequence and structure pre-training.

Training. We pre-train the models for 50 epochs on AlphaFold Database and for 200 epochs on EC
and GO prediction. We use the default hyperparameter configuration in (Zhang et al., 2022b) for
pre-training and fine-tuning. For Multiview Contrast, we use the cropping length of subsequence as
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50, the mask rate of random edge masking as 0.15. The temperature in InfoNCE loss is set as 0.07.
The model is pre-trained with batch size 256 and learning rate 2e-4. For downstream evaluation,
we use batch size 2 and learning rate 1e-4 with ReduceLROnPlateau scheduler with factor 0.6 and
patience 5. All these models are implemented with TorchDrug library (Zhu et al., 2022) and trained
on 4 Tesla A100 GPUs.

4.2 RESULTS

The results on EC and GO prediction are reported in Table 2, showing results of all baselines in six
categories. The effectiveness of our methods can be demonstrated by the following observations.

First, comparing results in the first (①②) and second group (③④), we can observe the significant
benefits from sequence-based pre-training. Then, comparing ③ and ④, we find that our proposed ESM-
GearNet significantly improves the language model ESM-1b by incorporating structural information,
while the other two (DeepFRI and LM-GVP) fail to beat PLM baselines. Finally, after pre-training
with Multiview Contrast, the performance of ESM-GearNet increases by a large margin and achieve
SOTA results in terms of Fmax, better than encoders with only structure-based pre-training in ⑤.

4.3 RESULTS OF DIFFERENT FUSION SCHEMES IN ESM-GEARNET

Method Fmax AUPR
ESM-1b 0.864 0.889
ESM-GearNet
- w/ parallel fusion 0.733 0.759
- w/ series fusion 0.883 0.890
- w/ cross fusion 0.880 0.893

Table 3: Results of different fusion
schemes on EC.

As discussed in Section 3.2, we try three different ways to fuse
representations from sequence and structure encoders: parallel,
series and cross. We conduct an experiment on EC to test their
performance, the results of which are reported in Table 3. Sur-
prisingly, we find that direct concatenating outputs of sequence
and structure encoders does not perform well, even worse than
the protein language model ESM-1b itself. This is probably
because the sequence encoder is much larger than the structure
encoder and have already been pre-trained on a large corpus.
Learning with an unpre-trained structure encoder simultane-
ously may destroy the learned representations. This problem can be addressed by introducing a
cross-modality transformer as in the cross fusion scheme. Since the performance of cross fusion
is similar to that of series fusion, we choose to use the simpler series fusion in our study, which
introduces no additional learnable parameters besides those of two encoders.

5 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this work, we propose to enhance protein language models with structure-based encoders and
pre-training. We investigate three different ways to fuse sequence and structure encoders and find
that series connection is the most effective way. Moreover, we pre-train the sequence-structure
hybrid encoder with contrastive learning on massive unlabeled structures in AlphaFold DB. As the
first method enjoying both sequence- and structure-based pre-training, ESM-GearNet (Multiview
Contrast) achieves the state-of-the-art performance on two function prediction tasks. Future directions
include exploring the usage of the proposed models on more downstream applications, including
protein engineering tasks and protein-protein interactions.
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